<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Cast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zoology (Apr 17)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Ivan I. Tverdovsky</td>
<td>Natalia Pavlenkova, Dmitry Groshev, Irina Chipizhenko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Classmates (Mar 17)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Dmitry Suvorov</td>
<td>Svetlana Khodchenkova, Ekaterina Vilkova, Valentina Mazunina, Olga Kuzmina, Roman Yunusov, Denis Kosjakov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow Never Sleep (Jan 17)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Dmitry Suvorov</td>
<td>Alexey Serebryakov, Evgenia Brik, Yuri Stoyanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rag Union (Oct 16)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Anna Melikyan</td>
<td>Alexander Pal, Ivan Yankovskiy, Vassily Butkevich, Pavel Chinarev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About Love (Aug 16)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Jury Feting</td>
<td>Mikhail Gasanov, Petr Novikov, Yulia Hurgunova, Danzan Badrashkiev, Batr Mandzhiev, Baira Mandzhieva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestial Camel (Jul 16)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Zhora Kryzhovnikov</td>
<td>Dmitry Nagiyev, Olga Seryabkina, Yulia Aleksandrova, Elena Yakovleva, Sergey Lavygin, Valentina Mazunina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Very Best Day (Jun 16)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Director</strong>: Dina Shturmanova</td>
<td>Vitaly Gogunsky, Ivan Okhlobystin, Yulia Parshuta, Yuri Stoyanov, Zhanna Epple, Konstantin Kryukov, Anton Bogdanov, Olga Buzova, Eugene Yarushnikova, Konstantin Fyodorov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Cast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women Vs. Men (Jan16)</td>
<td>Tair Mamedov</td>
<td>Alexander Golovin, Denis Kosjakov, Roman Yunusov, Maria Kravchenko,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nastasya Samburskaya, Natalia Rudova, Tair Mamedov, Oleg Vereshchagin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Territory (Dec15)</td>
<td>Alexandr MELNIK</td>
<td>Konstantin Lavronenko, Grigoriy Dobrygin, Kseniya Kutepova, Evgeniy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tsyganov, Egor Beroev, Petr Fedorov</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soulless 2 (Nov15)</td>
<td>Roman Prygunov</td>
<td>Danila Kozlovskiy, Dominique Pinon, Milos Bikovic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Party (Sep15)</td>
<td>Oleg Asadulin</td>
<td>Nikolay Naumov, Kseniya Sobchak, Maksim Vitorgan, Vasya Oblomov,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roman Yunusov, Sergey Belogoltsev</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Film About Alexeyev (Aug15)</td>
<td>Mikhail Segal</td>
<td>Alexander Zbruev, Alexei Kapitonov, Tatiana Maist, Ksenia Radchenko,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Denis Fomin, Andrei Makarevich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complicated Feelings (Jul15)</td>
<td>Georgy Malkov</td>
<td>Pavel Derevyanko, Alexander Revv, Tatiana Kosmacheva, Maria Syomkina,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evelina Blyodans, Yury Kuznetsov, Vadim Tsallati, Oleg Gazmanov</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fools Day (Jun15)</td>
<td>Alexander BARANOV</td>
<td>Aleksey VESYOLKIN, Alexander LYKOV, Antonina DIVINA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiss Them All 2 (Apr15)</td>
<td>Egor KORESHKOV,</td>
<td>Yan TSAPNIK, Yulia ALEKSANDROVA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star (Feb15)</td>
<td>Anna Melikyan</td>
<td>Tina Dalakishvili, Pavel Tabakov, Juozas Budraitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie Title</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>Cast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Kiss Them All (Dec14)                | Director: Zhora Kryzhovnikov  
|                                      | Cast: Sergey Svetlakov, Julia Aleksandrova, Sergey Lavigin            |
| Odnoklassniki.ru: CLICK the Luck (Oct14) | Director: Pavel Hoodyakov  
|                                      | Cast: Fedor Bondarchuk, Skoti Collins, Snoop Dogg                     |
| Gagarin: First In Space (Aug14)      | Director: Pavel Parkhomenko  
|                                      | Cast: Yaroslav Zhalnin, Mikhail Filippov, Olga Ivanova                |
| Some Like It Cold (Jun14)            | Director: Evgeniy Nevskiy  
|                                      | Cast: Alyona Chekhova, Ilya Glinnikov, Aleksandr Golovin             |
| The Game of Truth (Mar14)            | Director: Viktor Shamirov  
|                                      | Cast: Gosha Kutsenko, Dmitry Maryanov, Irina Apeksimova, Konstantin Yushkevich |
| The Geographer Drank His Globe Away (Jan14) | Director: Aleksandr Veledinskiy  
|                                      | Cast: Konstantin Khabenskiy, Elena Lyadova, Eugenia Khirivskaya, Anna Ukolova |
| 1812: Lancers Ballad (Dec13)         | Director: Oleg Fesenko  
|                                      | Cast: Sergey Bezrukov, Boris Klyuev, Anna Chipovskaya, Vladimir Gostukhin, Stanislav Duzhnikov |

For more information please contact Edwin at edwin@encoreinflight.com
### Zoology

Zoology

Middle-aged zoo worker Natasha still lives with her mother in a small coastal town. She is stuck and it seems that life has no surprises for her until one day… she grows a tail and turns her life around.

**Director:** Ivan I. Tverdovsky  
**Cast:** Natalia Pavlenkova, Dmitry G roshev, Irina Chipizhenko  
**Language:** Russian  
**Subtitles:** English, Spanish  
**Runtime:** Approx. 87 minutes  
**Rating:** NR (MPAA) / 18+ (Russia)  
**THEATRICAL RELEASES:** 24 Nov 2016 (Russia)  
**Territories:** Worldwide excluding Russia and CIS territories (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan)  
**Festivals & Awards:** Batumi International Art House Film Festival - Grand Prix, Best Actress; Fantastic Fest - Best Film; Riga FF - Youth Jury Prize Youth Matters; Cottbus - Best Film, Outstanding Actress; Kinotavr - Best Actress, Prize of the Russian Guild of Film Critics; Sputnik nad Polską - 3rd prize; Karlový Vary International Film Festival - Special Jury Prize; Toiffest - Student Jury Prize; Nouveau Cinema: BFI London; Chicago Film Festival: Haifa IFF; Toiffest; Philadelphia FF; São Paulo; Canberra IFF; Asian Festival in LA; Cottbus FF; Northern FF; Cork FF; Kolkata IFF; Brisbane Asia Pacific FF; Festival on Wheels; Cinergia; REC Tarragona; Marrakech; Panorama of European Cinema in Athens  
**Inflight Release:** Apr 2017

### The Classmates

**Comedy**

A bachelorette party for Katya in the seaside resort of Sochi is the reason for her classmates and friends Vika, Sveta and Dasha to drop their current affairs and travel to have some real fun there. In the heat of the event Katya unexpectedly finds her groom in the company of a curvy blonde. She gets mad at him, locks herself up in her room and says she is going to marry any stranger she meets first. The wedding is scheduled for the next day and her friends have one night to find Katya a new husband. Will they succeed?

**Director:** Dmitry Suvorov  
**Cast:** Svetlana Khodchenkova, Ekaterina Vilkova, Valentina Mazunina, Olga Kuzmina, Roman Yunusov, Denis Kosjakov  
**Language:** Russian  
**Subtitles:** English  
**Runtime:** Approx. 77 minutes  
**Rating:** R (MPAA) / 16+ (Russia)  
**THEATRICAL RELEASES:** 16 June 2016 (Russia); 17 June 2016 (Estonia); 23 June 2016 (Ukraine); 24 June 2016 (Lithuania)  
**Territories:** Worldwide  
**Festivals & Awards:** N/A  
**Inflight Release:** Mar 2017

### Moscow Never Sleep

**Drama**

Moscow Never Sleeps is a multi-narrative drama about the hidden bonds that connects us all. The film dives headlong into the volatile intersections of contemporary Moscow and the intimate lives of five people: An Entrepreneur whose business empire comes under siege by powerful bureaucrats, a Teenage Girl mired in the misery of a broken home, A Young Man forced to chose between his girlfriend and his grandmother; a beautiful Singer torn apart by the pursuit of two men and an ailing Film Star who gets embroiled in a bizarre kidnapping. Over the course of one day, their lives will change forever. These stories weave through Moscow’s choked cityscape as it celebrates its birthday with a massive fireworks display. They reveal the unrestrained energy of Europe’s biggest city and the cruelty and beauty of the Russian spirit.

**Director:** Johnny O’Reilly  
**Cast:** Alexey Serebryakov, Evgenia Brik, Yuri Stoyanov  
**Language:** Russian  
**Subtitles:** English  
**Runtime:** Approx. 100 minutes  
**Rating:** R (MPAA) / 16+ (Russia)  
**THEATRICAL RELEASES:** 3 Sep 2016 (Russia)  
**Territories:** Worldwide  
**Festivals & Awards:** 2015 Galway Film Fleadh, Ireland; 2015 Cork Film Festival, Ireland; 2015 Woodstock
**Rag Union**

Comedy

Life of an ordinary teenager Vania changes after the acquaintance with three different strange guys. Sportsmen, artists, dreamers – they call themselves “Triapichniy soyuz” and believe they can change the whole World. They are preparing “arty” protest actions. Vania taken with new friends enters into their “greatest or ganization”.

**Director:** Mikhail Mestetskiy  /  **Cast:** Alexander Pal, Ivan Yankovskiy, Vassily Butkevich, Pavel Chinarev  /  **Language:** Russian  /  **Subtitles:** English  /  **Runtime:** Approx. 99 minutes  /  **Rating:** NC-17 (MPAA)  /  **Territories:** Worldwide excluding Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan  /  **Inflight Release:** Oct 2016

**About Love**

Comedy, Drama

It is a feature-length film consisting of various novellas about love, about the relations between men and women in the city, about such things that all people talk about, consisting at the same time that they are not the main thing in life.

The novellas are not linked one with another by storyline or by actors, but they are brought together by the a lecture about love. The lecture is delivered to the university students by Renata Litvinova’s character.

**Director:** Anna Melikyan  /  **Cast:** Renata Litvinova, Vladimir Mashkov, Yevgeny Tsyganov, Mikhail Eremov, Maria Shalayeva, Yulia Snigir  /  **Language:** Russian  /  **Subtitles:** English  /  **Runtime:** Approx. 115 minutes  /  **Rating:** 16+ (Russia)  /  **Territories:** Worldwide excluding Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan  /  **Festivals & Awards:** Golden Eagle Award for Best Motion Picture 2015; Main Prize of Festival Kinotavr 2015  /  **Inflight Release:** Aug 2016

**Celestial Camel**

Family, Adventure

Kalmyks say that a camel-shaped cloud brings good luck. A white little colt (celestial camel) Altynka was born under the such cloud. During the film shooting accidentally dies a white colt. A dubbing camel is required urgently. The movie-manager arrives at a far-away steppe station of a poor shepherd Dorzhi. Altynka is sold. The mother-camel runs away in to the steppe in search of her son. Twelve-year-old Bayir rides to steppe on his father’s old motorbike in search of mother-camel. Bayir meets kind and evil people in the steppe. Summoners of rain, a disciple of Lama, help him in his way. Bayir meets a teenager named Quarter and they become friends. Meanwhile, at the railway station, the movie-manager is not able to send the white camel to the film-shooting place. Bayir and Quarter ride to the railway station by motorbike.

There the friends meet both- the mother camel and the colt. Will Bayir be able to save Altynka and return home with the camel?...

**Director:** Jury Feting  /  **Cast:** Mikhail Gasanov, Petr Novikov, Irina Hurgunova, Danzan Badrashkiev, Batr Mandzhiev, Baira Mandzhieva  /  **Language:** Russian with some Mongolian dialogue  /  **Subtitles:** English  /  **Runtime:** Approx. 90 minutes  /  **Rating:** G (MPAA)  /  **Territories:** Worldwide  /  **Inflight Release:** July 2016

**The Very Best Day**

Comedy

"The very best day" is based on the classical play by Alexander Ostrovsky “And Old Friend Is Better Than Two New Ones" and tells the story of Petr, a successful police officer in the Russian province. He is engaged to Olga, who is eager to marry him. But when he stops a glam star from Moscow who is driving under the influence, things are about to go wrong. The glam star charms him and they both spend a very drunken day at the end of which, Petr proposes to her, but she turns him down.
**Director:** Zhora Kryzhanovskaya / **Cast:** Dmitry Nagiyev, Olga Seryabkina, Yulia Aleksandrova, Elena Yakovleva, Sergey Lavrygin, Valentina Mazunina / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Runtime:** Approx. 108 minutes / **Rating:** 16+ (Russia) / R (MPAA) / **Theatrical Releases:** 24 Dec 2015 (Russia); 25 Dec 2015 (Estonia) / **Territories:** Worldwide excluding CIS / **Inflight Release:** June 2016

**The Bartender**

Comedy

Vadik is an ordinary office worker with no prospects, desperate to somehow change his boring life. One afternoon, while pondering his life in a pub, a mysterious bartender offers Vadik a cocktail. Upon drinking this cocktail, Vadik’s world is instantly transformed beyond recognition. He is now successful, attractive and interesting. However, Vadik needs to learn how to sustain this new mirage, once the cocktails run out.

**Director:** Dina Shurmanova / **Cast:** Vitaly Gogunsky, Ivan Okhlobystin, Yulia Parshuta, Yuri Stoyanov, Zhanna Eppe, Konstantin Kryukov, Anton Bogdanov, Olga Buzova, Eugene Yarushnikova, Konstantin Fyodorov / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Runtime:** Approx. 92 minutes / **Rating:** 16+ (Russia) / R (MPAA) / **Theatrical Releases:** 18 Jun 2015 (Russia) / **Territories:** Worldwide / **Inflight Release:** Mar 2016

**Women Vs. Men**

Comedy

Three wonderful high school romances lead to three fantastic weddings and a crazy honeymoon on the exotic, scorching island of Cuba. But the very first day of this long-awaited holiday ends in an almighty row, which descends into the eternal war between the sexes. And, as the saying goes, all’s fair in love and war! Piranhas in the swimming pool? Why not! A fire in the hotel room? No problem! Flirting in front of your beloved husband? Absolutely! And, naturally, all in the name of love!

**Director:** Tair Mamedov / **Cast:** Alexander Golovin, Denis Kosjakov, Roman Yunusov, Maria Kravchenko, Natalya Seryabkina, Natalia Rudova, Tair Mamedov, Oleg Vereshchagin / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Runtime:** Approx. 81 minutes / **Rating:** 18+ (Russia) / NC-17 (MPAA) / **Theatrical Releases:** 17 Apr 2015 (Estonia), 02 Apr 2015 (Russia) / **Territories:** Worldwide / **Inflight Release:** Jan 2016

**The Territory**

Adventure Drama

The year of 1960. The Far North-East of the Soviet Union. On the shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the centre of the vast region which is called the Territory there is a settlement, inhabited by gold miners. The country needs gold after the war, but only tin is found and mined in the Territory. The order comes from the City administration to stop the geological survey. But the legendary Buddha, Ilya Chinkov, the master of the Territory, is sure that gold exists here. Chinkov takes on the responsibility to find it within one field season. In order to win he needs people who will believe in the gold of the Territory as well as he believes himself.

**Director:** Alexandr MELNIK / **Cast:** Konstantin Lavronenko, Grigoriy Dobrygin, Kseniya Kutepova, Evgeniy Tsyganov, Egor Beroev, Petr Fedorov / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Runtime:** Approx. 137 / 157 minutes / **Rating:** 12+ (ICCA) / PG-13 (MPAA) / **Theatrical Releases:** 16 Apr 2015 (Russia) / **Territories:** Worldwide excluding Russia, Ukraine, rest of CIS, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, South Ossetia, Abkhazia / **Inflight Release:** Dec 2015

**Souless 2**

Drama

Max Andreev is a hero of our time, who left everything he once valued: the high life, a glittering career, and a swanky penthouse. Now his passion is the ocean. He rides on warm waves on a surf board and enjoys his life on Bali island. But he can’t forget the rhythm of the big city. A chance encounter brings him back to the capital and its hi-tech, insane deals, grave risks, and his big love.

The second part of the glamorous blockbuster, in which the central character returns to Moscow after an existential holiday in Bali.
Igor, a senior manager at a furniture showroom, dreams of being promoted. One morning, after an office party, he finds the showroom completely trashed. The staff claimed that when they left the night before, everything was in order. This is a disaster for Igor, whose career is now at stake. Trying to reconstruct the events of the fateful night, Igor learns some shocking details about his colleagues’ nocturnal escapades...

**Office Party**  Comedy

**Director:** Oleg Asadulin  /  **Cast:** Nikolay Naumov, Kseniya Sobchak, Maksim Vitorgan, Vasya Oblomov, Roman Yunusov, Sergey Belogoltsev  /  **Language:** Russian  /  **Subtitles:** English  /  **Runtime:** Approx. 89 min  /  **Rating:** 16+ (MoC) / R (MPAA) / **Theatrical Releases:** 18 Sep 2014 (Russia, Kazakhstan), 19 Sep 2014 (Estonia)  /  **Territories:** Worldwide  /  **Inflight Release:** Sep 2015

Sometimes the past is less known than the future. The lonely old man Alekseyev unexpectedly finds out that he has not lived the life he expected, but that he is a completely different man.

**A Film About Alexeyev**  Drama

**Director:** Mikhail Segal  /  **Cast:** Alexander Zbruev, Alexei Kapitonov, Tatiana Maist, Ksenia Radchenko, Denis Fomin, Andrei Makarevich  /  **Language:** Russian  /  **Subtitles:** English  /  **Runtime:** Approx. 91 min  /  **Rating:** 12+ (MoC) / PG-13 (MPAA) / **Theatrical Releases:** 09 Oct 2014 (Russia)  /  **Territories:** Worldwide  /  **Inflight Release:** Aug 2015

Sometimes the past is less known than the future. The lonely old man Alekseyev unexpectedly finds out that he has not lived the life he expected, but that he is a completely different man.

**Complicated Feelings**  Comedy

They couldn’t be any more different from one another, and their lives should never have crossed paths. Phil is a former pop star of the nineties, a one-hit wonder. Now, he works as a DJ, envies the famous Russian singer Oleg Gazmanov, and shies away from any kind of responsibility. Peter is a doctor, a dry-as-dust, pedantic careerist. He commits his daily agenda to a voice recorder, is terrified of asking a girl out on a date, and has never even heard of Gazmanov. After Peter delivers the electric shock which restarts Phil’s heart, they develop a vicarious connection, sharing each other’s feelings and sensations. When one of them is hurt, the other winces in pain; when one is scared, the other feels frightened too. If one laughs, the other bursts into uncontrollable laughter. Phil’s fun-filled life fraught with rollercoaster emotions soon turns Peter’s systematic, measured existence upside down. But a more serious problem arises when, soon after Peter, Phil also falls in love with Peter’s girlfriend.

**Director:** Georgy Malkov  /  **Cast:** Pavel Derevyanko, Alexander Revva, Tatiana Kosmacheva, Maria Syomkina, Evelina Blyodans, Yury Kuznetsov, Vadim Tsallati, Oleg Gazmanov  /  **Language:** Russian  /  **Subtitles:** English  /  **Runtime:** Approx. 90 min  /  **Theatrical Releases:** 03 Oct 2014 (Russia); 03 Oct 2014 (Estonia)  /  **Territories:** Worldwide  /  **Inflight Release:** Jul 2015
**Fools Day**

Ivan, a heavily indebted hotel doorman, pretends to have a wealthy father who would be eager to pay off his son’s debts. Ivan and a debt collector embark on a journey to what is supposed to be Ivan’s father’s farm. Due to a minor car accident, the two men find themselves in a strange town where they are mistaken for government inspectors and enjoy a grand reception…

**Director:** Alexander BARANOVO / **Cast:** Aleksey YESYOLKIN, Alexander LYKOV, Antonina DIVINA / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Rating:** 16+ (MoC) / **Runtime:** Approx. 90 min / **Theatrical Releases:** 13 Nov 2014 (Russia) / ** Territories:** Worldwide excluding CIS / **Inflight Release:** June 2015

**Kiss Them All 2**

In hope to hit the Jackpot, Natalia’s stepfather goes for financial venture, substituting his business partners by that. Without any words they organize an attempt to kill him. The whole family cries for Boris Ivanovich…but he in the coffin sees all of this. All he needs is to lie there 3 days and survive funeral; after this family will dig him out and he can sleep peacefully. And everything goes according to the plan of survived stepfather, until his battle comrade arrives. Vitaliy Karavai immediately wins hearts of all family, taking all the attention to him. Because of that stepfather asks his family to make a luxurious funeral with Svetlakov…

**Director:** Zhora Kryzhovnikov / **Cast:** Egor KORESHKOV, Sergey SVETLAKOV, Yan TSAPNIK, Yulia ALEKSANDROVA / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Rating:** K16 (MoC) / R (MPAA) / **Runtime:** Approx. 97 min / **Theatrical Releases:** 23 Oct 2014 (Russia) / ** Territories:** Worldwide excluding CIS / **Inflight Release:** Apr 2015

**Star**

Three different persons, three different lives are connected in a mysterious way. 15 year old teenager suffering of misunderstanding, his glamorous and arrogant stepmother and the young untalented but full of optimism actress. Their destinies aren’t predetermined and their lives are very fragile.

**Director:** Anna Melikyan / **Cast:** Tina Dalakishvili, Pavel Tabakov, Juozas Budraitis / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Rating:** 16+ (MoC) / PG-13 (MPAA) / **Runtime:** Approx. 128 min / **Theatrical Releases:** 04 Dec 2014 (Russia) / ** Territories:** Worldwide excluding Switzerland, Luxemburg, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, Ukraine, rest of CIS (excluding Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan) / ** Festivals:** 2014 Warsaw Film Festival, Poland; 2014 Kinotavr Film Festival, Russia / **Inflight Release:** Feb 2015

**Kiss Them All**

Roman and Natalie is a young and progressive couple who dream about European wedding on the shore of the sea, but Natalie’s stepfather has a different plan for the wedding. An arrogant city official who thinks that he can use this occasion to jump start his own career and he will do everything according to his plan. The young couple will spend an unforgettable night in the restaurant called Golden where boring traditional wedding events are going to be observed. They have no choice but to have their dream wedding secretly without conservative parents. Unfortunately, two different weddings become one because of the silly mistake.

**Director:** Zhora Kryzhovnikov / **Cast:** Sergey Svetlakov, Julia Aleksandrova, Sergey Lavigin / **Language:** Russian / **Subtitles:** English / **Rating:** 12+ (MoC) / PG-13 (MPAA) / **Runtime:** Approx. 100 min / **Theatrical Releases:** 25 Oct 2013 (Estonia, Lithuania); 24 Oct 2013 (Russia) / ** Territories:** Worldwide excluding CIS / **Inflight Release:** Dec 2014

**Odnoklassniki.ru: CLICK the Luck**

Drama, History
In life of a talented copywriter Alex there comes a black strip. Everything he undertakes, comes to an end with a total failure, even the most good intentions turn into an accident. Only his best friend Dima and a dog Snooppsi are nearby. Rescue comes unexpectedly: the real miracle – laptop, by means of which even the most cherished dreams can become reality falls into hands: expensive cars, magnificent house, money...

But his main goal is - to get a job in the prestigious advertising agency and to deserve love of a cover girl Mary who is going about with Fyodor, the deputy head of advertising agency. The power and money spoil Alex, but passing through many adventures he understands that even the finest and magic device won't be able to supply love, friendship and real life.

**Director:** Pavel Hoodyakov  
**Cast:** Fedor Bondarchuk, Skoti Collins, Snoop Dogg  
**Language:** Russian  
**Subtitles:** English  
**Rating:** 12+ (MoC) / PG (MPAA)  
**Runtime:** Approx. 97 min  
**Theatrical Releases:** 12 Dec 2013 (Russia)  
** Territories:** Worldwide  

**Inflight Release:** Oct 2014

---

**Gagarin: First In Space**  
Drama, History

On April 12, 1961, Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin blasted off in a Vostok rocket, becoming the first human in space and orbiting Earth for 108 minutes. He was one of the first group of cosmonauts who were selected from over three thousand fighter pilots throughout the Soviet Union.

The legendary top twenty who were selected were the ace of aces and none of the pilots knew which amongst them would make history on the first manned flight. Once chosen Gagarin is fast tracked to train for the unknown and the trip of a life time!

Whilst strapped into his rocket, Gagarin reflects on his life which is intercut with the determination of the Russian space team and their untiring efforts to conquer space.

**Director:** Pavel Parkhomenko  
**Cast:** Yaroslav Zhulin, Mikhail Filippov, Olga Ivanova  
**Language:** Russian  
**Subtitles:** English  
**Rating:** 6+ (MoC) / G (MPAA)  
**Runtime:** Approx. 108 min  
**Theatrical Releases:** 06 Jun 2013 (Russia)  
** Territories:** Worldwide  

**Inflight Release:** Aug 2014

---

**Some Like It Cold**  
Comedy

The film begins on the eve of the 2014 Olympics in Sochi. When three 18-year-old students at a prestigious University – Mika, Kit, and Swift - dig up dirt on their crazy college principal, the hunt for the would-be blackmailers begins. Fleeing from their pursuers, the three amigos find themselves on the women's snowboarding team bus. They have no choice but to put on the team's brightly colored jackets and blend in with the crowd of snowboarding girls. But the clothes alone won't cut it: as diehard practitioners of extreme sports, they are not about to miss their chance to show off their snowboarding skills. The National Women's Snowboarding Team's trainer Svetlana Nikolayevna spots the new talent and invites the "girls" to join the team for the trials in Sochi. The friends jump at the chance of free rides on Olympic-grade tracks and once and for all evading the college principal's goons. Meanwhile, the pursuers get their mitts on the trio's nerdy friend Groshik, and take him hostage to Sochi in search of the fugitives. Their journey is filled with unexpected twists and turns, as well as scholarly monologs delivered by Groshik, who is bent on drawing out the trip as much as possible. Meanwhile, the trio's adventures turn into a high-speed romantic journey brimming with excitement and mortal danger.

**Director:** Evgeniy Nevskiy  
**Cast:** Alyona Chekhova, Ilya Glinnikov, Aleksandr Golovin  
**Language:** Russian  
**Subtitles:** English  
**Rating:** 12+ (MoC) / PG (MPAA)  
**Runtime:** Approx. 90 min  
**Theatrical Releases:** 06 Feb 2014 (Russia, Ukraine)  
** Territories:** Worldwide  

**Inflight Release:** Jun 2014

---

**The Game of Truth**  
Comedy, Drama
Three former classmates, 40s bound, meet in an apartment to talk over shots of vodka and remember their youth. Rollicking businessman Mark wants to call some girls over, but does not find support from his friends: auto dealer Gennady remains faithful to his wife more out of habit than anything else and the owner of the apartment - a physicist and a all around loser, Anatoly - has prepared a surprise for everyone. He invites the star of their class Maya, who all three of them were in love with 20 years ago. The conversation is strained with four, until they start playing a game of truth. The friends learn things about each other that they might have preferred not to know. Will truth be a true test of their relationship?

**Director**: Viktor Shamirov / **Cast**: Gosha Kutsenko, Dmitry Maryanov, Irina Apeksimova, Konstantin Yushkevich / **Language**: Russian / **Subtitles**: English / **Rating**: 18+ (MoC) / **NC-17** (MPAA) / **Runtime**: Approx. 90 min / **Festival**: 2013 Odessa International Film Festival, Ukraine / **Theatrical Releases**: 11 Jul 2013 (Russia), 19 Jul 2013 (Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia) / **Territories**: Worldwide excluding CIS, with the exception of Kazakhstan / **Inflight Release**: Mar 2014

**The Geographer Drank His Globe Away**

Victor Sluzhkin signs on as a teacher of geography in a secondary school in his native Perm (in the Urals) and gets lost in a haze of hard vodka, desperate love for a nymphet-like student, and the stress of educating teenagers. Geographer, as the students immediately dub Sluzhkin, attempts to escape from the grueling, dull, stultifying reality of Russia's provincial life in a rafting tour to the Urals. Accompanied by wild, adventure-seeking adolescents, faced with the numerous grim surprises of the nature, Geographer is poised to find himself and his own truth.

**Director**: Aleksandr Veledinskiy / **Cast**: Konstantin Khabenskiy, Elena Lyadova, Eugenia Khirivskaya, Anna Ukolova / **Language**: Russian / **Subtitles**: English / **Rating**: 16+ (MoC) / **PG-13** (MPAA) / **Runtime**: Approx. 120 min / **Festivals Release**: Sep 2013 (Haifa Film Festival, Israel), Jun 2013 (Kinotavr Int'l Film Festival, Russian: Chief Award - Best Film, The Award for the Best Male Role, and The Award for the Best Music) / **Territories**: Worldwide excluding Russia, rest of CIS, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, South Ossetia, Abkhazia, and Israel / **Inflight Release**: Jan 2014

**1812: Lancers Ballad**

Year 1812. On the eve of the Borodino Battle, Alexey Tarusov, a noble young man who dreams of joining the uhlans regiment, discovers a betrayal made: Napoleon is now given with the plan of Russian force command during the general battle and the Russian army is condemned. By the field marshal Kutuzov order, uhlans regiment deranges enemy intentions and lays down their lives. Losing his friends in this cruel mêlée, Alexey swears to find and denounce the traitor. In search for truth, he starts a serious mortal game with one of the most dangerous adventurists of the time – Earl de Vitt. At stake now is not only honor of noble beauty Beata, heir to a large fortune, but diamonds of Russian Emperor crown…

**Director**: Oleg Fesenko / **Cast**: Sergey Bezrukov, Boris Klyuev, Anna Chipovskaya, Vladimir Gostukhin, Stanislav Duzhnikov / **Language**: Russian / **Subtitles**: English / **Rating**: 12+ (MoC) / **PG-13** (MPAA) / **Runtime**: Approx. 98 min / **Theatrical Release**: 1 Nov 2012 (Russia) / **Territories**: Worldwide excluding CIS / **Inflight Release**: Dec 2013